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Liquid cooling is now a mainstream approach to boost energy efficiency for high performance com-
puting systems. Higher coolant temperature is usually considered to be an advantage, since it allows heat
reuse/recuperation and simplifies datacenter infrastructure by eliminating the need of chiller machine. How-
ever, the use of hot coolant imposes high requirements for cooling equipment. A promising approach is to
utilize coldplates with channel structure and liquid circulation for heat removal from semiconductor compo-
nents. We have designed a coldplate with low heat-resistance that ensures effective cooling with only 20-30°
temperature difference between the coolant and electronic parts of a server. Under the stress-test conditions
the coolant temperature rose up to 65 °C while server operation remained. We also studied power efficiency
(expressed in floating point operations per watt) dependence on the coolant temperature (19-65 °C) on the
individual server level (based on Intel Grantley platform with dual Intel Xeon E5-2697 v3 processors). The
power performance ratio shows moderate (≈10%) efficiency drop from 19 to 65 °C due to increase of leakage
current in chipset components and reduction of processor frequency which resulted into proportional reduction
of DGEMM benchmark performance. It must be taken into account by datacenter designers, that the amount
of recuperated energy from 65 °C should be at least ≈10% to justify the choice of high temperature coolant
solution.
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Introduction

Current power usage levels of top supercomputers place a heavy burden on system owners and
maintainers. For example, the power usage of the number one supercomputer (positon№1 in the rating,
Tianhe-2, Rmax = 33.86 ·1015 floating point operations per second or FLOPS) in November 2015 Top500
list [1] is 17.8 MW under HPL [2] benchmark. More than 40 machines on the Top 500 report power
dissipation of more than 1 MW. Even a 78 kW, which is an estimate for power consumption for the
machine with the same HPL result as 500 system on the Top500 rating, is a substantial amount that
requires sophisticated power supply and cooling equipment in place. With these figures, the energy
efficiency that can be measured in FLOPS per watt is now reffered to as a key characteristic of modern
high performance computing (HPC) systems. While Koomey’s law [3] gives >50% energy efficiency
improvement every year with the new generation of hardware platform, its also important to address the
infrastructure components, like cooling subsystem, that can dramatically affect overall system efficiency.
Addressing infrastructure efficiency would be also critical for attaining exascale level of performance
for the future generation supercomputers, especially given power limits available in existing computing
centers (e.g. notorious 20 MW power limit for an exaFLOPS-level machine [4, 5]).

A traditional quantitate measure of how efficiently energy is utilized in datacenter is power usage
effectiveness (PUE) developed by The Green Grid consortium [6]. PUE is the ratio of total amount of
energy used by a computer data center facility to the energy delivered to computing equipment. The ideal
PUE is 1.0 when all energy is consumed by computing equipment and the datacenter infrastructure (such
as cooling) takes no energy. In a real datacenter, a lot of energy is used by infrastructure equipment and
PUE value is higher than 1.0. One of the most important energy consumer in datacenter is the cooling
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system: even in the optimized liquid cooled datacenters it could utilize as much as 30% of total energy
supply [7]. PUE is significantly improved in modern datacenters with the advent of so-called free cool-
ing [8]. They are specially designed for effective use of outdoor environment to remove the heat from the
servers. However, free cooling is most effective if the datacenter is able to operate at high temperatures.
Compactness is uniquely important for HPC design. To be efficient, the parallel processor components
require as fast communication as possible. So, at the end, these components are to be placed as close
to each other as possible to minimize the communication length. These rules out the use of free airflow
cooling methods, sometimes applied in the datacenter design (e.g. in [9]). Nevertheless, supercomputers
must be energy efficient due to the huge amount of electricity consumed by them. Additional savings are
possible by reusing some of the heat, but they may require coolant temperatures to be even higher than a
human could tolerate. Higher temperature coolant is usually considered to be a more energy efficient op-
tion due to the absence of chiller equipment, which reduces capital expenditure for system construction.
The coldplate-based design enables the compact system setup, which is important for HPC. However, the
semiconductors operating on higher temperatures may have higher leakage current resulting in degrada-
tion of energy efficiency. Tht interference of these two factors remains nontrivial, especially for the most
recent hardware generation and multitude of semiconductors used in server design.

In the current work we have studied a traditional homogeneous server operating with hot liquid
cooling setup. The liquid coolants have much better thermal properties than gases: the typical PUE
values for water cooled datacenters utilizing free cooling could be less than 1.1. We have designed a
coldplate with low thermal resistance: the temperature difference between the CPU top cover and liquid
coolant is minimized. That design enabled us to explore server energy efficiency in a wide coolant
temperature range.

The goal of this work is to measure the actual performance values of the practically important
benchmark such as DGEMM for the real-world HPC solution that utilizes hot liquid cooling technology.
There are many studies of hot liquid cooling systems; however, they cover mostly the heat reuse issue
but not the efficiency of the computation. We have conducted a series of tests, which are described in the
sections below. In the tests we studied not only the cooling efficiency (which can be considered among
the best ones for high temperature coolant system), but also the impact of the coolant temperature on the
server performance and the power consumption ratio.

1. Details of the experiment

The coolant temperature impact on performance and energy consumption has been studied on an
individual server level. The server was thermally insulated from the environment to eliminate its impact
on the experiment and to mimic a very high density packaging that is traditionally found within the blade
server systems racks. The thoroughness of the isolation was examined with Fluke Ti32 thermal imager.
The resulting experimental setup is presented on Figure 1.

1.1. Hardware specifications

A single RSC Tornado server was used to study the performance and energy efficiency of our liquid
cooling solution. The server was based on the dual socket Intel ServerBoard S2600KPF with two Intel
Xeon E5-2697 v3 (14 cores, 2.6 GHz, 145 W TDP) installed. A latest production BIOS was used. The
server was also equipped with 64 GiB (8×8 GiB) of DDR4-2133 registered memory with ECC support
and a single 120 GB solid state drive.
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The coolant temperature was measured by thermocouples, installed on inlet and outlet of the server.
The flow rate sensor was used to measure liquid flow rate through the system. The liquid-to-air heat
exchanger was activated when the coolant temperature reached an experiment threshold; its efficiency
was optimized to avoid the liquid temperature decline on its fan activation. The average rate of water
flow in cooling system was 30 ml/s; the average difference between inlet and outlet water temperature
was 3.5 °C.

1.2. Benchmark details

The DGEMM matrix multiplication benchmark was used to simulate stress-test conditions. Intel
MKL (version 12.2.3) DGEMM implementation was used in this test. The dimensions of the matrices
were selected to be 87936×192×87936 that fit in 58 GiB of memory and provides the stress level similar
to the hot phase of the HPL benchmark.

The DGEMM kernel was running continuously for at least 1 hour for each of the different inlet
temperatures of the coolant ranging from 19 to 70 °C. The performance information was collected for
every DGEMM iteration during the benchmark. The power usage and temperatures of the CPU, memory
as well as the whole system was monitored using out-of-band telemetry provided by Intel NodeManager.
The state of liquid cooling system (temperature and inlet and outlet coolant flow rate) was also controlled
during all benchmarks.

The data from the first 20-30 minutes of all benchmarks are omitted from to ensure stationary
coolant temperature is reached and the temperature levels of all node components are stabilized.

Figure 1. a) Overview of the experimental setup; b) liquid cooling and system connections; c) Fluke
Ti32 view (Tmax = 38.3 °C, Tmin = 27.6 °C)
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Table 1: Performance and power characteristics at different coolant temperatures

TLC (°C) Performance
(GFLOPS)

System
power (W)

Efficiency
(GFLOPS/W)

Efficiency
decrease (%)

Possible energy
reuse1(%)

19 974 359 2.72 – -1.8

45 985 388 2.54 7.0 7.8

50 985 390 2.53 7.5 9.7

55 981 395 2.49 9.4 10.8

60 976 396 2.46 10.3 12.3

65 969 398 2.44 11.5 14.9

1 assuming environment temperature T0 = 25 °C

Figure 2. Dependence of the average measured CPU sensor temperature on coolant inlet temperature.
TCPU - CPU temperature, TLC - coolant temperature

Figure 3. Illustration of system performance and power profiles at TLC = 19, 55, 65 and 70 °C

2. Results

2.1. Liquid cooling performance

As one can see on the Figure 2, the liquid cooling solution that was used in this study has relatively
low thermal resistance. The average difference between CPU (TCPU) and liquid coolant (TLC) temper-
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atures is about 26 °C even at TLC = 60-65 °C. The actual thermal resistance value was estimated to be
0.74 °C·in2·W−1 that is on-par with commercially available coldplates (eq. Lytron plates [10]). We also
monitored the data from the distributed temperature sensing (DTS) devices integrated in CPUs. These
sensors show the difference between current and critical CPU temperature, at which it is considered to
be overheated [11]. In this case DTS sensors return to zero. In current work we never get zero DTS
value up to TLC = 65 °C. However, at this coolant temperature the average DTS value corresponds to the
temperature, which is only 5° below critical.

At the low temperature the performance is very stable for a long period of time and only at TLC =
65 °C a very few and spiky performance drops are observed (Figure 3). Further growth of TLC would
result in scaling down of the CPU clock rate [12]. The performance of DGEMM is known to be linearly
dependent on the CPU clock [13] and performance degradation would be observed on higher temper-
atures. Actually, our tests at TLC = 70 °C show significant drop in performance. Almost half of the
benchmark time the performance at 70 °C is 100-200 GFLOPS lower than the one at 65 °C. At the same
time the power consumption changes only a little and a decrease of efficiency is also observed. For these
reasons we dont refer to 70 °C results further.

2.2. Computational performance and energy efficiency

As it was discussed in previous section, the studied liquid cooling solution is very effective up to
the 65 °C coolant temperature (Table 1). Indeed, upon this temperature we didnt observe any significant
decrease of the average performance of the system (actual variations are ≈1-2%). At the same time, the
average system power consumption is almost linearly dependent on temperature. These trends lead to
efficiency decrease of ≈2.2% at every 10 °C growth of coolant temperature. Actually, the observed total
change in efficiency is 11.5% upon growth of coolant temperature from 19 to 65 °C.

We also provided basic exergy analysis of possible hot water energy reuse. Exergy is the thermody-
namic quantity that corresponds to the amount of energy which could be utilized for useful work. The
following equation was used for exergy production rate (EQ) calculation [14]:

ĖQ = ṁCp

(
(Tout − Tin) − T0 ln

Tout

Tin

)
(1)

where ṁ stands for water flow; Cp is heat capacity at constant pressure; T0, Tin, Tout are environment,
inlet and outlet coolant temperatures respectively. The estimates on energy reuse at T0 = 25 °C are
presented in Table 1. One could see that theoretical amount of energy, which could be reused would
overcompensate the decrease of efficiency. However, the amount of reused energy would always be
lower in real applications.

2.3. Power consumption of system components analysis

Modern Intel hardware allows fine-grain power profiling for many system components. In this study,
we collected data on memory and CPU power consumption. As expected, the power consumption of
CPU (Figure 4) and memory (21 W over all tests) modules depend only slightly (≈1%) on temperature.
The tests were conducted with Turbo Boost feature enabled that adapts CPU performance to fit in the
power limit. Moreover Haswell uses an improved version of Intel’s 22-nm process where leakage current
is relatively small [15].

The contribution to power consumption from other system components is much more sensitive
to the temperature (Figure 5). The largest contribution to residual power consumption is made by the
chipset components and voltage regulators. They don’t have such power control and their power con-
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Figure 4. Dependence of CPU power consumption on its temperature. Gap at 45-55 °C is due to the
lack of the data for this temperature interval

Figure 5. Dependence of the chipset and voltage regulators power consumption on temperature. The
system temperature was estimated as the outlet coolant temperature. Its real value could be 10-20 °C

higher

sumption grows with temperature due to increase of leakage current [16]. In our setup the residual power
consumption almost doubles when the temperature rises from 30 to 65 °C.

3. Related work

An important problem of hot liquid cooling systems is the possibility of energy reuse. It should be
stressed, that the gain from free cooling and energy recuperation/reuse should compensate computational
efficiency decrease. Switching to the free cooling already provides notable energy efficiency growth.
The problem of the heat reuse is much more complex. The most efficient way is to use hot water for
heating [17, 18], however, it is very climate and country specific and not always possible. In many
cases HPC datacenter designers have to think of possible energy conversion in useful work, however its
mount is limited by thermodynamics second law. Energy recovery is most effective at very high coolant
temperatures, but there are restrictions imposed by the hardware.

We observe a modest decrease (about 10%) of power efficiency when coolant temperature increases
from 19 to 65 °C. The similar results have been obtained for other contemporary hot water cooling
solutions, namely Aquasar (7% power consumption increase from 30 to 60 °C), CooLMUC (5% power
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consumption increase from 30 to 50 °C) and iDataCool (7% of efficiency decrease from 49 to 70 °C) [18–
20]. In the study of Aquasar hot liquid cooling system [18] the exergy analysis showed about 10% of
possible energy reuse at 50-60 °C water temperature. Our estimates also showed that the heat reuse could
overcompensate the performance loss. Some additional gain is also possible due to free cooling. Thus
the use of hot coolant is reasonable in datacenters and would result into reduction of their PUE value.
One of such success stories of hot liquid cooling usage was presented by Eurotech [21]. They reported
PUE value of 1.05 at 50 °C coolant temperature, however they didn’t perform a detailed performance
analysis that includes FLOPS/W metrics.

4. Conclusion

In this paper we explored the performance and power profiles of liquid cooling equipment with hot
water, designed for RSC Tornado supercomputer architecture. This hardware exemplifies modern server
platform with high temperature coolant option available due to appropriate design. Since the commodity
semiconductor components are used (CPU, memory modules, server board), our results provide the
insight on the modern hardware in general.

The power efficiency of our benchmark server is about 2.5 Gflops/W that is comparable to top 40
devices of current (November 2015) Green500 list [22]. Taking into account the possible energy recu-
peration will further increase efficiency of HPC system. We also demonstrated that the power efficiency
decrease upon the coolant temperature growth should be compensated by possible heat reuse. A num-
ber of options for such reuse exist, starting from facility and building heating to adsorption by chiller
machines. Climate-wise, 40-60 °C coolant temperatures enable free cooling on most of the Earth 24×7,
except desert areas.

We are looking for the future to study behavior of the larger cluster with high temperature coolant,
which is expected to be available in 2016, with respect to efficiency, reliability and ease of maintenance.

This paper is distributed under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution-Non Commercial 3.0
License which permits non-commercial use, reproduction and distribution of the work without further
permission provided the original work is properly cited.
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